Dear Fisher and Miss,

I'm glad to hear from you and to know the great Sir Ronald's plans. I judge he was in New-Faraway with you at the Cowen Agri. Exper. Sta. which for years has been so outstanding in its intellectual level. We used to try to live in some competition with our Beaver Institution but lowell refinery that much to the disgust of Elieff Why did you in 1923 the he not it coming as it did some considerable time after he died.

I have sent the letter with Wintle.

We don't know where the Corey Medalist is, but maybe it's very busy. Yet, we'll wear him out if it's not very careful; we are unmerciful in not giving anybody a rest, either ourselves or anybody else.

I had not seen that at Stockholm all members (of 151? people) were excluded from counting in their national quotas. I resigned some time ago because I found I had never gone to a meeting and did not wish to be kept somebody more likely to go out of a chance. Regards and yours,

Edward Wilson